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ASG Recalls Senior Vote
by Arsen Kashkashian
News Editor
ASG council ruled last Thursday night that the senior class
elections would be held again
due to biases in the voting
process.
Angelo Cammarata was
elected president, Jeff Pendleton
won the vice presidency, and
Nancy Adamson was chosen to
be treasurer in the elections held
Thursday, October 4th.
Doug Benedict, last year's
ASG controllor, brought the
problem before council. The
first bias mentioned by Benedict
was that Pendleton collected
votes for roughly one hour,
when he was on the ballot as a
vice-presidential candidate.
In explanation of Pendleton's
actions, Ken Weissenger, ASG
student voting chairman, said, "I
had people scheduled for all

times but some people couldn't
make it, the election had to be
held at a specific time because of
the constitution, and he (Jeff
Pendleton) was walking by and
said he had some free time, it
didn't occur to me that it would
bias the election."
Benedict stated that he didn't
believe Pendleton was after any
personal gain, rather the mixup
occurred because of a lack of
organization in ASG.
In his defense Pendleton
stated, "I acted because I was
doing my job as student government president. . . Unfortunately, I was unable to avoid the
appearance of impropriety."
Benedict stated, "I question
Jeff Pendleton's trying to attain
another office, ASG president
seems to me to be a pretty full
time job. Especially with the
lack of organization in ASG this
year as indicated with the
current voting."
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The other bias which effects
all the elections, including
Cammarata's and Adamson's was
that in voting, students had to
put their ID numbers on the
ballots. The problem with
placing ID numbers on the ballot
is that the ballots can easily be
traced back, to find out how
each student voted.
The ID bias is not as direct as
Pendleton's, because it cannot
be known who was helped by it,
if anyone. Benedict stated,
"There might have been a bias
that we don't know about."
Weissinger stated, "I see why
people are upset about the ID's,
but it's unfair to Cammarata and
Adamson, they didn't do anything wrong. . . I know no one
checked the ID's, we don't even
have a list of ID numbers."
Cammarata agreed that a
potential for a bias did exist but
said, "It was a stupid thing ASG
did. I talked to Weissinger and
he said they couldn't obtain a
list of seniors at the time, now
they can. I don't see why they
just couldn't wait till they had
the list."
Cammarata also stated, "I
don't think anyone is going to
look up the numbers, they're
under the honor code, they have
integrity or else they couldn't be
in the positions they are in."
The infractions were brought
up by Benedict three weeks after
the elections were held.
He
stated that the reason for the

oelay was the "infractions were
not brought to my attention
right away. . . several seniors
came to me over a few weeks."
Benedict said in reference to
Cammarata's and Adamson's
situation, "It probably isn't fair
to the two of them, however,
someone could have voted twice
or underclassmen could have
voted and it was never checked
back."
Cammarata and Adamson
came before council last night to
have the decision reversed on
rerunning the presidential and
treasurer elections. The basis of

their case was that none of the
ID numbers had been checked
back and they were the only
individuals being negatively
affected.
After much debate, a motion
was made concerning whether or
not the elections would be
reheld. 21 voters favored not
reholding the elections; 6 supported reholding the elections;
7 abstained. Due to a constitutional technicality requiring a
two-thirds majority in passing a
motion, the elections will be
reheld Thursday.

Fire Destroys Students' Home
By Amy Eozzo
Weekend Editor

Pelletier Library was the scene of a bomb threat made by
an anonymous caller at 8:20 Tuesday night. The library was
evacuated while college security investigated the matter. The
library remained closed last night and reopened at 8:30 this
morning.

No casualties were reported
from a fire which broke out at
approximately 7:40 a.m. Thursday, October 25, at 636 North
Main Street.
The fire caused extensive
damage to the living room and
upstairs bedrooms. According
to fire fighters, considerable
water and smoke damage
throughout the rest of the house
also resulted.

The house is owned by
Annette Antoun of Harrisburg.
The six residents of 636
North Main Street, all Allegheny
students, including Antoun's
son, were home asleep when the
fire started. These residents are:
Jon Antoun, Colin O'Bannon.
Josh Dinam, Dave Dougherty,
Mike Lichte. and Brad Weiner.
Chris Levels, also an
Allegheny student, was an over
night guest the night of the fire.
The fire apparently started
when the wooden mantlepiece
above the fireplace ignited. The
fire traveled through the plaster

and caught the wooden lathing
strips next to the chimney.
The fireman's report attributed the fire to a bad
chimney which allowed the fire
to burn up the wall inside the
chimney and into Weiner's bedroom closet. The fire spread
across the inside of the wall and
illuminated the entire wall a
glowing orange.
Weiner woke to the smoke
laden room, crawled into the
hall, and proceeded to wake the
other residents. At this time, a

continued on page 3.
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World News
Courtesy USA Tdday

Female Death Row Inmate Appeals
North Carolina death-row grandmother Margie Velma
Barfield, marking her 52nd birthday Monday, asked the state
Supreme Court to stop her scheduled Friday execution.
Barfield was convicted in the 1978 death of her fiance, Stuart
Taylor.
If denied the stay, Barfield would be the first woman to be
executed in the USA in 22 years. Gov . James B. Hunt rejected
clemency last month.

Baby's Baboon Heart Beating Well
Baby Fae, her transplanted baboon's
heart "working well," was taken off the critical list Monday
while hospital officials gave differing explanations of why they
didn't seek a human heart first.
The 17-day-old girl, off the respirator and in serious condition, was scheduled late Monday to begin oral feeding. At
noon Tuesday, she became the longest-surviving patient to
receive an animal's heart. While the surgery is hailed by some
as a possible breakthrough, others continue to criticize Loma
Linda University's medical center for not seeking a human
heart.

Starvation Threatens 35 Million
Africa's second prolonged drought in a decade is threatening more than 35 million people with starvation in 36
different countries in what a United Nations report Monday
called the "worst human disaster in recent history."
Relief efforts to distribute food have been hampered by
logistical difficulties with ports and roads as well as civil wars
raging in at least six countries, notably Ethiopia, according to
M. Peter McPherson, US Agency for International Development administrator.

KERR'S
LANDSTROMS -- BLACK HILLS GOLD JEWELRY SINCE 1919
From the beautiful Black Hills in South Dakota comes gold
jewelry made by Landstroms. Landstroms jewelry company uses
gold that Is mined locally In the Black Hills and is alloyed to show
different colors. There Is pink gold and green gold, as well as yellow
gold. Most of their designs are either grape leaves or bunches of
grapes. A piece of Black Hills jewelry can be recognized as such
from across the room.
An interesting sidenote about Landstroms Is
that practically everyone working there is
handicapped to some degree. When you see
Landstroms Jewelry, you will agree that it is
good business to hire the handicapped.
Kerr's Jewelry Store, your friendly family
jewlery store In the heart of beautiful downtown Meadville, is your local source of
Landstroms. Stop in to look at It if you need a
gift for someone or If you want a very distinctive piece of Jewelry for yourself.

APO Service Fraternity
Coordinates Blood Drive
to Brooks on November 7 will
be a registration table, where
donors will provide basic inThe Alpha Phi Omega ser- formation about themselves.
vice fraternity will be holding The next step will be to fill out a
the first of its two biannual medical history in the TV
blood drives from 10:00 a.m. to lounge. Temperature and other
4:00 p.m. in the Brooks Hall vital signs will be recorded there;
lounges Novemer 7, according to a blood sample will also be taken
Tim Long, the fraternity's first to determine blood type and the
possibility of anemia.
vice-president.
If the donor is pronounced
This year's goal is an amhealthy,
he will be given a blood
bitious 250 units, said Long in
pack,
which
equals a pint, and
an interview. The previous high
was 211 units, set last fall. The proceed to the next room for
next highest amount ever col- the actual blood-giving. This
lected was 189 units, donated process takes approximately six
to ten minutes. Afterward, the
last spring.
"We are stressing the im- donor will lie down for several
portance of participation by minutes before moving on to
non-students this year," stated the recovery area. There, all
Long. "Last year, only ten to donors will be given orange
15 non-students participated. juice, cookies, and a donor pin.
We'd like to increase that The entire process takes about
number this year by encouraging 20 minutes to half an hour. The
faculty, secretaries, and dining best time to give blood, accordhall and housekeeping staff ing to Long, is immediately after
members to give blood:.. This is breakfast or lunch, when there is
student run, but it is not just for food in the stomach.
Sign ups for potential
students."
donors
will take place October
All the blood units donated
will be collected by the Buffalo 31 through November 6, from
Region Red Cross. They will be 9:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in the
distributed to a number of Post Office. All people signing
hospitals in the Buffalo area; up will receive notices to remind
Meadville especially has a large them to attend the drive. Alpha
Phi Omega also uses the sign ups
need for blood units.
The actual blood-giving to gauge beforehand the approxprocess is simple, explained imate number of donors.
Separate notices will be sent
Long. Just inside the entrance
by Margaret Powers
Staff Writer

Allegheny Welcomes New Father
by Sue McDonald
Assistant News Editor

David Maciukiewicz, better
known to students as "Father
Dave", is a new face at
Allegheny and at St. Bjigid's
Catholic Church in town this
year.

Fr. Dave came to Meadville
June 1st to replace Father
William O'Brien who was transferred last spring.
Fr. Dave has been in the
priesthood for three years. He
came to St. Brigid's from Sacred
Heart Parish in Erie, where he
spent 21/2 years. He is a native of
Erie, and spent four years in
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When you go through this door,
you're at Kerr's.

to all those people who gave
blood last year to encourage
them to return.
Alpha Phi Omega is also
running a raffle in coordination
with the blood drive. Any
person who convinces a friend to
accompany him to donate blood
will be able to enter. Only
people with a friend with them
will be allowed to participate.
In this way, Alpha Phi Omega
hopes to double the number of
students donating. The winner
and his friend, along with two
other people of their choice, will
be treated to a dinner in town.
The fraternity will also
award a $35 prize to the organization that has the highest
proportional representation of
members at the drive. These
groups must have more than ten
members; all fraternities, sororities, clubs; and athletic teams
are invited to participate. Last
year's winner was Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity; 75% of their members donated.
"Obviously, we're encouraging everyone to attend, not only
students, but non-students,"
stated Long. "We are also very
open to suggestions from any
interested people on how to
make the whole process
smoother and faster. In fact,
Alpha Phi Omega is open to
anyone with good ideas about
any of our programs."

()11, ‘1,1, BOOTS
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seminary high school there.
He also attended seminary
college, 2 years at Gannon
University and 2 years at Mount
St. Mary's in Maryland,
During his time as a deacon
and priest, Fr. Dave says he has
worked in numerous educational
capacities- as a teacher and
counselor on the primary level,
teaching theology on the high
school level, and science on the
junior high and high school
levels.
Fr. Dave has continued to
teach and do administrative
work at St. Brigid's since he
arrived. In addition, he mentioned that he enjoys such
hobbies as racquet-ball and golf,
and likes fast cars (red ones in
particular) and travelling to big
cities.
As for Alleghepy he commented that he is "impressed"
with the students here. This is
his first experience in campus
ministry and he says he is
"looking forward to it."
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Home Wrecked In Fire
continued from page one.

The Meadville Rescue Squad
and the Meadville Fire Police
were assisted by three volunteer
fire companies. They were on
scene in approximately five
minutes, noted Antoun.
By this time, flames filled the
living room and entire upstairs.
Firemen were on call for about
two hours.
The six Allegheny students,
each having sought temporary
residence on or near campus are
in the process of restoring the

fire alarm located upstairs in
Dinam's room sounded. Antoun
stated that "if Brad (Weiner)
wouldn't have woke when he
did, the place would have
burned to the ground with us in
it."
Bud, the house dog, also
escaped the blaze unharmed.
As the residents were evacuating the house, Lichte called
the fire department from a
neighbor's house.

house, and plan to move back
second term.
Although
each
resident
claimed having lost various personal effects, O'Bannon noted
that "Brad (Weiner) lost everything."

"All restoration work
toward putting the
house on the register
has been wasted."
In addition, Antoun told the
Campus that the six residents
and Antoun's brother were in
the process of restoring the
house, which was built in 1939,
in a effort to place the house on
the historic national register.
Reconstruction such as replacement of original woodwork and
period wallpaper were destroyed
in the fire. "All restoration
work toward putting the house
on the register has been wasted."
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Fire completely obliterated the livingroom of the town
house. Igniting the fireplace mantlepiece, the blaze then
spread to the wall.
A defective chimney was given as the cause.
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Finally, Some
Cooperation
Although it is too early to draw firm conclusions
about the success or failure of Allegheny's new alcohol
policy, the results to this point are encouraging. This is
mainly due to the fact that the administration, I.F.C.,
and the college community have adopted a position of
cooperation rather than conflict.
When the administration announced the new policy
at the beginning of this year, it was labeled by many as
vague and overly strict. However, since it was put into
effect, few complaints have risen about the college's
enforcement policy. Nightmares about the death of
Allegheny's social life and the everyday invasion of
privacy by Gestapo-like security officers have proved to
be, for the most part, unfounded. The student body
has realized that many of the early complaints were
based on the fear of the unknown, rather than on the
new policy.
In addition, I.F.C. has further defered their position
on alcohol in recent weeks and has made an effort to
inform the college community of their decisions.
I.F.C.'s action cannot be considered entirely altruistic,
since pressure from the respective house corporations
and the administration was the major motivation.
However, I.F.C.'s quick response with concrete proposals gives them credibility — something they have
often lacked.
In the past, it was not uncommon for I.F.C. to react
to requests for policy changes with indifference or
inaction, rather than using their power as a governing
body.
It has been said that the changes made this term are
merely the first in a long line of alcohol restrictions
planned by the administration. If so, we hope that
Bentley is not lulled into a false sense of security by
events of this term. The policy has succeeded because
the reasons for the changes are justifiable and the
restrictions imposed have not been excessive in relation
to the seriousness of the situation. All future changes
must also meet these criteria.

Letter To The Editor

Ferraro Measures Up
At the risk of labeling them
anti-feminists, which I believe
they are, I am compelled to
respond to Jeff Pendleton's and
Kelly Miller's editorial in last
week's Campus. Perhaps if they
were aware of a few facts and
did not quote the original article
out of context, they would
realize the great inaccuracies of
their statements. They should
think twice before hastily declaring their belief that the
Democratic Vice Presidential
candidate Geraldine Ferraro's
sole qualification is her gender.
Obviously Ms. Ferraro's
credentials appear limited next
to George Bush, but, as Pendelton and Miller do point out, Mr.
Bush's credentials "outrival the
President himself." If we fail to
question President Reagan's
credentials compared to his
running mate, why question Ms.
Ferraro's? Why not compare her
experience to that of President
Reagan's prior to his election in

The Campus welcomes all reader rcs,)onse. We reserve the
Tight to reject all letters not meeting our standards of integrity,
,accuracy and decency, and to edit for grammatical errors. All
opinions expressed in letters to the editor are those of the author
or authors, and do not necessarily represent the viewpoint of The
Campus. Deadline for letters is 5:00 P.M. the Sunday before
publication. The letters should be typwritten, double-spaced and
must be signed, with a phone number included for verification.
Members of the Editorial Board are: Rocco Arcieri, Ned
Boyajian, Matthew Coyne, Peter Friedman, Jennifer Matesa,
Barbara McGill, James Miller, Kelly O'Rourke, Tetteh Nunoo
Quarcoo, Anne Rumsey, Bill Varley and Dave Watson.

Make Yourself Known!!
Send your letters to
The Campus

Box 12

Do it today!!

the running mate for Dwight
Eisenhower, after serving his
sixth year in Congress. Mr.
Prior to his election, Nixon, however, unlike Ms.
Reagan's experience was limited Ferraro, held no public office
to his state's government. He prior to his years in Congress.
lacked any national government
The basic fact that remains
experience. Ms. Ferraro has is that if Ms. Ferraro were a
served six years in Congress as an man, her credentials would have
active member, with a record of never been brought into quesimpressive service. Because of tion in the first place. If the
her position as Secretary of the Republicans would have someDemocratic Caucus, a member one such as Tom Ridge as their
of the Democratic Policy Com- Vice Presidential candidate, even
mittee, the chairperson of the though his credentials are not as
1984 Democratic Platform Party impressive as Ms. Ferraro
and appointment to the Budget I seriously doubt that anybody
Committee, Ms. Ferraro's out- would question his credentials.
standing participation in nation- It appears that it was more that
al government outshines Presi- Ms. Ferraro's gender that caused
dent Reagan's experience before Walter Mondale to select her as
we elected him to office in his running mate, but it also
1980.
appears that her gender is the
Not only do Ms. Ferraro's only reason that incites people
credentials surpass Reagan's, but to question Mr. Mondale's
previous Vice Presidential can- choice.
didates as well. For example, in
Robin Skirboll
1952, Richard Nixon became

1980, or perhaps to previous
Vice Presidential candidates?

Letter To The Editor

Reagan For President

After reading last week's
editorial endorsing
Walter Mondale, we would like
to respond by recognizing the
attributes of our present President, Ronald Reagan.
Mr. Reagan has led the
United States out of the constant turmoil and indecision of
the Carter administration with
strong, effective leadership. His
resurrection of the U.S. economy from the disasters of the
previous four years has resulted
in a low inflation rate plus a
decrease in unemployment. His
aggressive foriegn policy has
regained world respect for this
Campus

•

nation: certainly our enemies American history and, in any
would be less likely to attack case, can be easily surpassed by
a strong America than a weak Mr. Reagan's own "White House
America.
experience."
Despite all of Mr. Mondale's
While Ronald Reagan has
given this country a new sense shortcomings, the real reason
of pride and hope, his counter- Ronald Reagan will win in 1984
part, Walter Mondale, has re- is because the majority of
sponded with nothing but pre- Americans are better off now
dictions of gloom and doom. than four years ago. The optimMr. Mondale's tax increase ism and confidence that Mr.
would be a necessity to satisfy Reagan has given America in his
all the promises he has made to past four years as President of
his numerous special interest the United States will carry him
groups. Mondale's "White to victory again this year.
House experience" (so vaunted
Greg Merti
in last week's Campus) was by
Jeff Pendleton
no means a pleasant period in
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Editorial/Opinion
Sorry, No Left Turns
by Scott Jennette
Guest Columnist

ing Peter Jennings' "World News
Tonight," but we fail to comprehend them as realities.

Conservatism and conformity
used to be swear words on
college campuses in the 1960's
and 70's, but at Allegheny, these
terms are today considered
gospel.
This turn to the right is not
only evident at Allegheny but
throughout universities nation.
wide. It is called "rallying
around the flag," and it is
triggered by events such as the
great success we achieved at the
Olympic games, the swaggering
optimism of the Republican
convention, and the economic
recovery we presently enjoy.
We view the world through
rose-colored glasses rather than
through the truthful lens of the
microscope. We experience war,
famine, and pestilence by watch-

As a result, many of us
abstain from voicing controversial opinions. We advocate
strong military involvement and
look to our armed forces rather
man as a diplomatic channel to
acquire world peace. This trend
has clouded our thinking to such
an extent that we even support
the new ROTC program-something which hasn't been
done since the 1950's.
The majority of us support a
president who plans to reinstitute prayer into the schools,
declare the pill illegal, and cut
out many of the financial aid
packages to collegiates. We
support an elderly man who
could easily entangle us in
another Vietnam by going into
Latin America. We support a
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president who relies on the
notion that a facade of peace is
built upon the threat of nuclear
war. We support a man who
advocates militarism on a global
scale and redistribution of
wealth from the lower levels of
American society up to the
moneyed class.
Frankly, all this scares me.
Are we heading back to the
age of Joseph McCarthy when
freedom of opinion was null and
void? Are we closing our minds

and letting our brains atrophy as
a result of our non-involvment?
Our motivations seem to
stem from materialism. All we
want to do is get rich. Or richer.
Issues like nuclear war and
abortion are rarely addressed.
The only issue we raise our
hands in protest to is that we
aren't allowed to go to Wednesday night Crow parties anymore.
This all has to end. Our
faculty is more opinionated and
involved than we are. College is

a time when individuals have to
learn to think for themselves. It
is a time when free thinking and
intellectual athleticism must be
practiced. If we fail to exercise
this constitutional right, we risk
creating a deaf-mute society
much like the one described in
Orwell's 1984.
It is not too late, especially
in this election year. The next
time you reach that fork in the
road, don't just follow the flow
of traffic turning to the right.
Think on your own.

Ferraro Hit Hard
At Her Premier Bout
by Wayne W. Ringeisen
Guest Columnist

A night in history was made.
A championship bout between
Vice-President George Bush and
Democratic nominee Geraldine
Ferraro. A night that could
make or break a career.
Vice-President Bush entered
the arena the heavy favorite. He
had the title, it was his show to
run. Geraldine Ferraro entered
the ring as an underdog, unsure
of public reaction to her challenge. It was the first time a
woman challenged for the title.
The first round set the stage
for what was to come. Bush, the
well-trained Republican was
going for a quick knockout. He
repeatedly answered questions in
a loud, overbearing manner. He
talked down to Ferraro and the
audience in an attempt to appear
superior. He continually directed comments toward Ferraro,
comments unrelated to questions. He realized he had to take
Ferraro out early.
Bush's tactics were to make
Ferraro appear inexperienced
and green. He threw heavy
punches, but he didn't land
many.
Ferraro, the challenger, had
her own plan. She knew if she
tried to punch it out with Bush
she would lose. Not because she
couldn't handle him, but to
many Americans, she would
appear "hysterical". Ferraro's
fight plan was to remain calm, to
quickly rebut Bush's remarks,
and to state alternatives.
This counterpunch technique
worked throughout the debate.

In a masterful maneuver, Ferraro
responded quickly and decisively
to Bush's "almost patronizing"
remark about her lack of knowledge about foreign affairs. It
wasn't fancy footwork. It was a

solid jab on behalf of all
American women.
Geraldine Ferraro entered the
Ace-presidential debate a heavy
underdog. And she left the
male-dominated arena a winner.

Letter To The Editor

Speaking Of Qualifications...
At the risk of being labeled
humanists, which we are, we
would like to respond to Pendleton and Miller's letter in last
week's Campus concerning the
apparent shortsightedness of
certain men. These authors
made several unsubstantiated
statements which struck us as
especially disturbing.
First, what is your criteria
for the best vice-presidential
candidate? Is it merely a game
of comparison or should we, as
conscientious voters, look to
their respective long range goals?
Maybe we are just seeking
quantity and not quality. How
ludicrous is that? If Bush's
credentials outrival the President's, why is he not the
Let's put into
President?
question the credentials of all
elected government officials.
The basic fact remains:
Tom Ridge would never, ever
have been selected as a VicePresidential candidate even had
he been a woman.
Next, the authors make
references to questionable statistics. Could you PLEASE show
us the data that states more men
than women are in favor of the
ERA? Mere numbers are not
always enough to make a major-

ity. You are confusing numbers
with the socialization process of
this country. Being unable to
divorce yourselves from your
sex, you are limited in your
openmin de dness. Raised as
males(?), you have been the
real governing majority. Our
society has, for years, centered
around success, competition and
independence--traditionally male
characteristics. 'Statistics support the inequality still in
existence; according to James A.
Doyle (in The Male Experience),
"full-time employed females
earn only 56 cents for every
dollar earned by the same aged
male." Women may outnumber
the men by thousands, but men
seem to outnumber the women
in positions where power is
involve d.
We are in favor of the Equal
Rights Amendment, but apparently some men on this campus
are rather confused on their
own personal convictions, clearly reflected in the apologetic
tone of their letter.
By the way, what exactly
were Sue Dannaker's qualifications to be Jeff Pendleton's
running mate??
Ann Bartel/Andrea Casendino
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Perspective
No Steeples On Schools
tion may be a dangerous one to
indulge.
by Terrie Williams
It may be dangerous
Guest Columnist
because even if Ronald Reagan
isn't very good at cleaning up
Religion in politics, as the environment or negotiating
anyone with more than an an arms treaty with the Soviets,
eighth-grade education can tell he is very good at getting his
you, is nothing new. This 1984 own way with the rest of the
election year has remained con- government . And that usually
sistent with this fact as the involves imposing his personal
topic of school prayer has once beliefs and attitudes onto the
again become a hot campaign government institutions that are
issue. One might be inclined to supposed to represent the
just shrug and relax in the people—all the people—of this
knowledge that with changes in country. The Great Comthe political and social climate, municator is a master at getting
these issues usually blow over his message across—and that
and nothing comes of them until message is insinuating itself
the mood swings back and they with frightening effectiveness
become crucial questions again. into the framework of our daily
This year, however, that inclina- lives.

But what, one may ask,
is so bad about prayer in public
schools? When you think about
it, what's so horrible about
having a few minutes of each
school day set aside for prayer,
or, even less objectionable, silent
meditation? It seems kind of a
silly thing to get upset about
when we're being confronted
with problems like the threat of
a nuclear war and a record
budget deficit.
The only problem with
that kind of reasoning is that if
matters such as prayer in schools
are ignored in the light of
larger issues, one day we're all
going to wake up and realize
that the First Amendment has
been virtually castrated without

Letter To The Editor

Thanks A Lot, ASG
I would like to inform the
Allegheny community, especially the senior class, about the
events surrounding the election
of officers of the Class of '85.
Since A.S.G. has neglected to
keep the student body informed,
I will accept the responsibility
myself. I do not understand
why one person has to do the
job of many elected representatives, but this time I have a lot
to lose due to their neglect.
As you know, a few weeks
ago A.S.G. held Senior Class
Officer elections and myself,
Jeff Pendleton, and Nancy
Adamson were elected to the
offices of President, Vice-President, and Treasurer, respectively. At the time I was ecstatic
and enthusiastic. I had many
_ideas, plans, and dreams. I even
spoke with Randall Miller, Head
of Commencement. But now,
I'm extremely upset! Not
because of my position as Class
President, but because A.S.G.
wants to hold the election over
due to their irresponsibility. I
was not informed of this, as I'm
sure you weren't until possibly
today, but learned of it by
rumor.

I immediately approached
Ken Wiesinger, A.S.G. Student
Voting Chairman, to inquire
why another election was necessary. He informed me that the
election was being repeated
because A.S.G. felt that stu-

dents' right to privacy had been
violated during the election.
Disappointedly, I agreed, although the events seemingly had
no significant effect on the
election or else students would
have objected during the voting
process. The violation occurred
because A.S.G. required every
student to label their ballot with
their Allegheny College student
I.D. number to prevent duplicate
voting. Since personal votes
could be identified by the
attached numbers, council ruled
the elections invalid. The
election, Wiesinger stated,
should have been run with a list
of senior students with their
respective I.D. numbers which
could be checked off as votes
were cast. This did not occur
because Wiesinger, for some
reason, could not acquire a list
of seniors and I.D. numbers.
Why the elections were not
postponed until one was
acquired is beyond me. For this
reason, the elections are being
held again. (The Vice-Presidential election was ruled invalid
at an earlier date due to a
voting procedure violation
occurring the day of the election, but this is another story
which myself and my "pseudotreasurer" are in no way
involved.)
This is all well and good,
but what about the people who
won the election? Why should

we have to bear the humiliation
and embarassment of A.S.G.'s
mistake? People congratulate
me, I have to stop and tell them
the story. They laugh, although
they feel badly for me. I'm
being persecuted for A.S.G.'s
error. The news of my election
to office is known throughout
the college community, my
family, my home communtiy,
and even appears on my applications to medical schools! What
happens if A.S.G. somehow errs
again and the election results are
different this time? Am I
merely supposed to say, "Yeah,
I held that office for a week!"?
Just imagine the humiliation!
Thanks A.S.G. Doesn't A.S.G.
realize the implications such a
mistake can hold? Doesn't
A.S.G. know of the prestige and
responsibilty of these six-year
term offices? Does A.S.G. think
that these elections are a joke?
As for me, I think that they
shouldn't be taken so recklessly.
So that's the story. Not
much I can do now except sit
back and hope A.S.G. acquires
some integrity before the next
election. I wanted to let the
students know the reason for the
repeat elections, and let them
know that I was not at fault in
the least. I can only hope the
election results turn out the
same.
Sincerely,
Angelo C. Cammarata

our even realizing it. Politicians
like Ronald Reagan are going to
make sure that the American
Way is Their Way, and the
people of the United States
aren't even going to notice.
Many of the people who
came to the Thirteen Colonies
did so to escape religious persecution at the hands of the
governments under which they
previously lived. The First
Amendment assurance of the
separation of church and state
was intended to make sure that
that kind of persecution would
never be possible here. It may
not seem like persecution, but
even the most generic, nondenominational type of prayer
they could come up with for use
in public school would make
certain assumptions about God
and the nature of God to human
beings, and it would be unfair,
indeed, unconstitutional, to
force such ,a prayer on anyone

who did not share those assumptions. In reality, that may
translate into just one or two
people per school, but the
unconstitutionality of the situation is inescapable.
Democracy is based, in
theory at least, on the will of the
majority. But democracy is also
dedicated to the protection of
the rights of the minority, for
the principles of democracy
must apply to everyone or they
become not freedoms but privileges. If the government chooses
to grant a particular "freedom"
which does not apply to all
members of society, it is in
effect establishing a form of
privilege, impinging upon the
rights of the minority and
thereby weakening the very
framework of democracy. And
when democracy is threatened,
there exists a great danger to the
freedom of the ultimate minority: the individual.

Pull The Lever
Important questions can be
answered within the college
Guest Columnist
community. Talking with
I will soon witness my only professors and students wakes
Presidential election while an one up to the issues. Reliable
undergraduate . Frankly, pre- newspapers and magazines, as
paration for it has left me well as television news-casts, are
An often
confused. I think it's left a readily available.
ignored
channel
of
information
lot of people my age confused.
But bewilderment isn't going comes from objectively discussto keep me from voting. I guess ing the campaign with friends.
Voting is an option we, as
I come from the old school
college
students, should take
where "it's your responsibiltiy
to vote." It's also my duty to seriously. Commentators have
make an informed choice. It's said it is the under-30 generation
up to me to clear my own who largely will determine this
political air since I'm still election. Voting is a way to
make our often muffled opinconfused.
ions
heard. It is an opportunity,
I agree that an uninformed
and
it
is a distinction. It lets us
vote can be useless or even
harmful, but being naive is a show our power to influence.
For some of us, November 6,
cop-out. It's too often a lame
excuse used by those not con- 1984 will be just another Tuescerned enough to make a com- day at Allegheny College.
mitment. Meadville may not be Aware of it or not, non-voters,
a great arena of political action, too, are making a decision.
but sufficient information to Their apathetic choice is to
make a responsible decision is ignore an obligation and privilege of democratic expression.
available.
We have no right to complain
I can think of no better way
to get a sense of candidates about the next four years if we
"on-the -spot" than through the don't vote. As trite as it
debates. One can get a feel for sounds, we had our chance.
who may be running the country Voters will rest a lot easier
by listening to what they don't knowing they tried to make a
difference.
say, as well as what they do.

by Lou Castelli
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Senior Ram Goes Global For Peace Seminar
by Sue McDonald
Assistant News Editor
"This summer, seeing was
believing for me, especially when
I stepped behind the Iron
Curtain. . . " said Namrata
Ram of her experiences travelling as part of the Presbyterian
Church Global Youth Ministry's
European Peace Seminar.
Ram, a senior and international studies major, was one
of 14 young adults chosen for
the seminar. Along with 2 adult
leaders, the group travelled to
Northern Ireland, Switzerland,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, the German
Democratic Republic, and the
Netherlands, from June 27 to
July 31, studying current issues
in each country, particularly
the question of international
peacemaking.
The group met first in
Atlanta for 2 days to be instructed in international protocol
and the functions of the seminar. Ram described the group as
varied -- "each of us brought
something different" to the
experience. She mentioned that
interest in international concerns
and language ability were important qualities for all.
The seminar got underway
with 8 days in Northern Ireland,
"Belfast mainly," for an intense
examination of the ProtestantCatholic conflict there. The
group spoke with members of
the IRA and visited sites relevant
to the historical struggle: a 20
foot wall topped with barbed

wire, the "Peaceline," dividing
the Catholics and Protestants in
Corrymeela; also, a recently
bombed out area in Belfast,
evidence of violence Ram
described as "sporadic, but
accepted."
The next stop was Geneva,
Switzerland, where Ram said she
was "basically a tourist" for 3
days. The group did spend some
time studying the World Council
of Churches, an international
ecumenical movement meeting
in Geneva at the time.
The seminar moved on for 5
days in Frankfurt, West
Germany (FRG) to examine
such issues as nuclear arms and
the illegitimate children of US
Marines stationed there. Ram
said she was able to talk with
members of the Green Party -the FRG political party opposing nuclear arms and supporting environmental concerns.
By far the "most interesting"
part of the program was the
journey behind the Iron Curtain.
The seminar group went first to
Hungary, spending 10 days in
Budapest and Miskole. Their
main goal was to "take a look at
the Communist State" and
examine church-state relations.
The young adults were
hosted by Hungarian families;
Ram mentioned that her family
spoke no English, which "made
communication very interesting." Another aspect of the
visit which she found interesting
was the country's protocol.
Hungarians seemed quite traditional and conscious of pos-

ition. In the conversations they
were able to have, the group
"had to be conscious of what we
said." Ram commented that
what their Hungarian friends
"couldn't or wouldn't say"
about their country and life, was
meaningful as well.
East Germany (GDR) was
next on the agenda. The group
spent time in the village of
Lehman, Dresden (the "tourist
center of the Communist bloc")
and 14 days in East Berlin.
Their studies centered on the
concepts of Marxism.
Ram said the group did meet
with some hostility here, as
Party members in East Germany
consider Americans to be
fascists. She found their perspective interesting; they do not
consider American freedoms
(press, speech, etc.) important
compared with their freedoms,
especially economic security.
Ram said her time behind the
Iron Curtain made her very
aware of the "dualistic nature
of the Eastern bloc," that
is, the difference in the way
common people talk to officials
and to each other.
She was surprised, however,
that the people she visited were
able to be so open about their
lives; "the average people are
pretty happy, especially with
their families. . . they see life in
the West as too fast and materialistic."
A Nazi concentration camp
at Sachsenhausen was the last
stop in the Eastern bloc, an

ASG Revamps Judicial Board
elected only Sutliffe came back the college judicial board comto serve in the fall.
posed of faculty and students
Elections will normally be rather than the student judicial
held 3rd term every year with board.
two seniors, two juniors and one
ASG officals believed it was
neccessary to bring the board
Four members of the student sophomore being elected.
One of the reasons the board back to give the students a
judicial board were approved by
a 2/3 vote of council in last fell into disuse in recent years is choice even if they seldom used
students decided to appeal to it.
Thursday's ASG meeting.
The board consists of chairman Alec Sutliffe who was
elected last year and senior John
Krug, juniors Mary Welsh and
Ina Klaric, and sophomore Joe
Miller.
The board hears student
appeal cases from the Dean of
Students office on non-academic
matters.
Only a handful of cases have
gone before the board in the last
five years. For a two year
stretch ending last year the
board had no members and was
virtually defunct.
Meadville's most progressive hair salon with
Former ASG President Doug
Clark took the initiative to
time stylists to serve you
, 6 days & 4 nights
revive the board and held
a week
elections. Of the five members

by Arsen Kashkashian
News Editor

HAIR SAL( )N
902 MARKET ST. MEADVII
336-6082

Namrata Ram at the Computer Center.

experience which Ram could
only describe as "very hard" for
herself and the group as a whole.
Finally, the group spent 6
days in Amsterdam and der
Hague, examining the antinuclear movement as well as the
drug culture, both very active in
the Netherlands.
While Ram commented that
her favorite part of the seminar
trip involved talking with people
in various countries, the group
attended a great many meetings,
talks, and church activities
related to their goals of inter-

Ph oto by Weh

national awareness and peace
making.
The peace seminar ended
with Amsterdam, but Ram went
on to spend 3 weeks in India
with her family, as well as
a few days in London and
Rome. She returned tired, but
enthusiastic about her whole
experience, mentioning that she
has plans to pursue an "international career." Since school
began, she has given several
presentations, including one
the Intercultural Club, on
summer travels.

GUIDO'S
MASTER
TAILOR
CUSTOM MADE SUITS
ALTERATIONS FOR MEN AND LADIES
ALL LEATHER ALTERATIONS
ALREADY MADE SUITS,
SPORTSCOATS, AND SLACKS
AVAILABLE SOON FOR
BOTH MEN AND LADIES

875 WATER STREET 333-9737
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Meadville Parade Displays Halloween Spirit
by Stephen McGill
The Campus
The annual Halloween parade
marched through Meadville
Saturday evening, bringing hundreds of area residents to the
rooftops and streets of the town.
Young and old spectators flanked the parade route up North,
Market and Chestnut Streets.
The parade was highlighted
by colorful floats and numerous
high school bands including
Cambridge Springs and Cochranton. Floats drawing the most
attention were: Candyland, an
adaptation of the children's
game which was upbeat and
cheerful; the City Hospital
Float, with a gambling motif;
and the float of Congressman
Tom Ridge, displaying students
and adults cheering for their
political candidates.
Winning floats were Spencer
Hospital's "Play Games for
Health," featuring the Olympic
Games, and YWCA Y-Teens'
"The Games People Play at the
YWCA."
Parade Grand Marshal Dwight
Haas, executive director of
United Way of Western
Crawford Co., presented the
first-place trophy to Sister Mary
Brigid Shannon, Spencer Hospi-

Photo Courtesy Meadville Tribune

Spencer Hospital's winning float parades down Market Street before residents Saturday night.

tal administrator.
Various high school and
organizational queens road atop
cars, smiling and waving to the
applauding crowd. A majority
of organizations represented
threw candies to onlookers.
Area residents exhibited
diverse talents. The Glamourettes, a collection of diminutive
baton twirlers, excited the

audience as they moved along Four-wheel drive trucks, Ford
the parade path. The Body Mustangs and antique cars reved
Firm was represented by women their engines for an appreciative
who aerobicized to the beat of crowd. Motorcycles of a local
"Ghostbusters." A number of Zem-Zem chapter moved in
canine lovers pranced their intricate, figure-eight patterns.
animals in festive Halloween The close proximity of bystanders did not allow these
garb.
Meadville automobile and vehicles enough room to
truck associations were also complete their maneuvers. One
major participants in the parade. go-cart slammed into an un-

occupied baby carriage. No one
was injured.
The costumes of parade
participants varied as much as
the clubs they represented.
Various gremlims and monsters,
as well as Count Dracula and
Ronald McDonald himself, made
an appearance.

WARC HOLIDAY CORNUCOPIA
90.5 FM
* ELECTION COVERAGE *

WARC DJ's DANCES
(yes we do!)
-- 25,000 albums to choose from
-- an awesome sound system
-- if yunz (club or organizations are
sponsoring a dance, give us a call
724 - 3376
Mon - Fri 1-3 P.M.
or
drop us a line:
WARC — DANCE
Box C'
Allegheny College
Meadville, PA 16335

)

WARC exhibits its commitment to the Allegheny College Comunity Again!
-- we pledge to broadcast the Election returns as soon as they come in on
the UPI wire!
-- get the jump on those who rely on network T.V. or pop radio stations!!
-- we'll call them earlier than anyone in the area!

Wright Report on Gator Sports
Host: Kevin Wright
MONDAYS 6:15 P.M.
right after the 6:00 News

WE NEED A LOGO...real bad!
Are you listening? Its our
giveaway extravaganza!
1 record every hour
Noon to Midnight
Monday - Friday
Don't be a loser .
Listen and be a winner.

Design a logo for "WARC" -- if we like it and
use it, we'll give you $20.00 (Free!) Send
entries to the:
WARC LOGO CONTEST
Box C
Allegheny College
Meadville, PA 16335

SUNDAYS ARE CLASSICAL
on WARC -- 90.3 F.M.

SPORTS
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"Home of the Winning Gators"

Men's CC Claims NCAC Title

cing in the top seven runners.
Other top ten runners for
Allegheny were Tom Brewer in
8th place, Chris Brussales in 9th
place and Mark Dowdall in 10th
"They ran the way a cross place. Guy Stone and Buff
country team should," said the Hoffman completed the winning
Gator team finishing 20th and
Wesleyan coach, Mary Frye.
This comment was appropri- 31st respectively.
ate as the men's team claimed
the NCAC championship title
"Allegheny won the
Saturday. The race was the
first championship held for the meet by placing five
new North Coast Atlantic Conference and was hosted by Ohio men in the top ten
Wesleyan University.

by Karen T1. orndill
Sports Writer

finishers."

DaveBarker (5) tries to gain control over ball in the Gator's game against Bethany.

Photo by Weh

Allegheny won the meet by
placing a very impressive five
men in the top ten finishers.
Running first for the Gators was
sophomore Paul Egbert who ran
fifth overall covering the 5-mile
course in 27:50. Bill Broderick
was close behind running sixth
with a time of 28:06. Both
Egbert and Broderick earned
All-Conference honors by pla-

The top three teams in the
meet will go on to compete in
their respective regional meet.
Allegheny will compete in two
weeks at Lebanon Valley for the
Mideast Regional title. The top
two teams in this competition
will go on to the prestigious
Division III National Competition.

Soccer Approaches Season Finale
by Michael Finegan
Sports Writer
The Gator soccer team advanced its record to 8-7-1 this
past week with a win over
Edinboro and a 7-3 league loss
to nationally ranked Ohio
Wesleyan.
Wednesday's 1-0 victory over
Edinboro gave the Gators the
most wins in a single season
since 1978 and also marked the
return of two-time all PAC
player Ted Skattum. Skattum,
who had been plagued all season
by injuries, provided the game's
only score in the first period in
his third game back. "It's good
to have Ted back, " said cocaptain Mike Mangialardi. "He's
an important part of this team."
Wednesday's victory proved
to be a costly one, however, as
the Gators lost all PAC goalie
Pete Klapper to a leg injury in
the first half. The injury became
evident in Saturday's loss to
Ohio Wesleyan, ranked number
4 nationally in Division III. "We
missed Klapper and Dave Barker
(also out with an injury), " said
Mangialardi. "But (freshman

replacement, did a pretty good
job."
While Allegheny's battered
defense allowed a season high
seven goals, the Ohio Wesleyan
defense kept the Gator offense
in check. Allegheny didn't get
rolling until mid-way through
the second half when Tony
Rizzo scored on a corner kick.

Chris Noyes scored the final two
Gator goals, the first coming on
an assist from freshman Nick
Heil. The loss dropped the
Gator's NCAC league record to
1-3-1 with one league game
remaining, the season finale at
Denison this Saturday. The final
home game is against Bethany
on Tuesday.

Women's CC Finishes Second
by Mark Dowdall
Sports Writer
The Allegheny College women's cross country team
finished second to Oberlin College in an extremely hard fought
conference championship Saturday. It was a heartbreaking
defeat as Oberlin managed to
defeat the Gators by a meager
six points in a thrilling race in
which three teams, Oberlin,
Kenyon, and Allegheny all had
opportunities to win the title
right up to the closing yards of
the race. The final team results
were Oberlin, first with 50
points, Allegheny, second with
56 points and Kenyon third with
61 points....

Leading the Gators were
freshman Chris Dudeck (second)
and sophomore Sue Meyers
(fifth). Both runners received
All-NCAC recognition, given to
runners finishing among the top
seven in the race. Following
Dudeck and Meyers were sophomores Lynn Bradley (13th)
and Karen Thorndill (18th),
freshman Carol Glatz (19th),
sophomore Regina McKenna
(22nd) and junior captain Annie
Donovan (27th).
The teams next meet will be
the Mideast Regional meet,
November 10 at Lebanon Valley. Two teams from this meet
will advance to the National
Division III Cross Country
Championships

Photo by Weh

Sophomore Chris Mandella discusses game with Gator
coaches. (See story page 10)
..
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Women's Soccer Falls 4-2
Scott Jenette
The Campus
The women's soccer team
lost their first home game in a
4-2 decision against an experienced Slippery Rock squad last
Sunday before a large enthusiatic crowd at the Robertson
Soccer Field.
The Gators got off to a slow
start against the fast Slippery
Rock line, who managed to
pound in three goals before the
halftime whistle. However, the
halftime instruction by coaches
Eric Schwarz and Assistant Ted
Skattium provided the Gators
the inspiration to come out
determined to make a comeback.
The efforts were rewarded
early in the period when Sue
Scutter drove a low cross to
Robin Skirboll who fired a hard
low shot into the back of the
net. The goal, which sparked
life and confidence into the
players, was followed by a
second unassisted goal by
Scutter.

Slippery Rock managed to
take advantage of a defensive
lapse and scored their fourth
goal. Although, Allegheny came
close several times in scoring
another goal, their hustle and
enthusiam was not enough to
generate a victory.
According
to
Coach
Schwarz, " the second hal f

Hockey Opens With Win
Penn
State
cut
the
Allegheny lead to 3-2 early in
the second peried but Russ
Kaplan reasserted Gator domiThe Allegheny Gators ice nance with a goal late in the
hockey club opened their same period.
'84-'85 road campaign with a 5-3
The third period saw Penn
victory over Penn State McKees- State fight back to only a 4-3
port.
defecit, but a breakaway goal by
opened
the defenseman Dave Brockwell iced
Allegheny
scoring in the first period as the Gator triumph.
Chip Glunt managed a goal with
Keith Krumpe provided an
assists from Dave Brockwell and
outstanding
defensive game as
Matt Hughes. Dave Dargatz then
Tom Klein was forced to make
scored on a slapshot from the
point and Matt Hughes finished only 17 saves in goal. Assistant
coach Jeff Kern applauded the
the first period scoring with an
back-checking efforts of the
unassisted goal.
forwards as a major contribution
to the Gator win.

by Tom Klein
The Campus

Plaza Bowling
Lanes

Allegheny
will
face
Duquesne on the road November
4 and will return home to face
the IUP Apaches on Saturday,
November 10 at 4:30 p.m.

A Date You Can Still Afford!

Get a group together
for Q bowling party!
Call for arrangements
Open every day of the year!!!

135 Smock Highway

724-2144

1
1
1
1

-

272 CHESTNUT ST.
.336-6228

;#

An investment in your physical well
HOtIRS:
5:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Mon. - Fri.
Sat.
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
$2.5 Discount with this ad .

= == 111•I I= NM MP NW NM M IMI NM = =

==

249 Chestnut St. (next to Sue's Cafe)

Case Stomps Gridders
Jim
Chapman unleashed his potent
Case Western Reserve football
team on Allegheny last Saturday
afternoon and the result was a
31-0 victory done in traditional
Spartan style. Traditional, at
least, for this year. The game
typified Case's 8-0 overall record
for the year.
MEADVILLE, PA--Coach

*

*
*

*

The
Whole Darn Thing
Sub Shop
We Sell One Thing

!GREAT SUBS
=I OM MP

We make People's Express,

Mc 1*

Photo by Weh

Sue Scutter makes a pass to Julie Lichetz in the first Allegheny
Women's soccer lame.

**************************************
*
*

*
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I
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proved that we can play competitive soccer." "We have great
enthusiam and talent," said
Schwarz, "but our lack of
practice hurts our conditioning
and ability to play together as a
team."
The Gators' next contest will
be at Dennison University on
November 3rd.

We Deliver
6 pm 10 pm

724

--

5016

There is no further story that
lies beyond the score to this
game. The statistics reveal the
same verdict as the score does.
Case registered 421 total yards,
compared to 161 by the Gators.
The Spartans also captured 23
first downs on the afternoon
while Allegheny could find only
11. And lastly, the Spartans
managed 4 touchdowns and a
field goal while the Gator's score
column was silent.
The Spartans wasted little
time establishing themselves last
Saturday. They started their
first drive on their own 38-yard
line and drove to Allegheny's 23.
Here they settled for a field goal
and a 3-0 lead.
Allegheny's stubborn defense
played tough for the whole first
half, but, Case did manage a
touchdown in the second
quarter to make the score 10-0
at halftime.
The second half proved to
test the endurance of an Allegheny defense that found
themselves all too often called to
duty. The result was 3 more
Spartan touchdowns and a final
score of 31-0.
Keith Sullivan's efforts most
significantly contributed to the
strong overall Spartan performance. He rushed for 153 yards
on 26 carries and he scored 2
touchdowns.
The Gators bright spot in
their offensive performance was
the 57 yards rushed on 7
attempts by tailback Curtis
Brown.
Allegheny's record moved to
2-6 overall and 1-4 in conference
play. Next week the Gators
travel to Delaware, Ohio, to face
Ohio Wesleyan.
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Herron Leads Lady Spikers
by Wayne Ringeisen
Sports Writer
The Lady Gators have
spent another busy week of
volleyball action. The week
started off on the wrong
foot, but ended in a promising note.
The Lady Spikers travelled to Clarion University,
October 23, ts_
play the
The
Lady Golden Eagles.
Lady Gators, missing outside hitter Amy Kissinger,
dropped the match 5-15,
14-16, 15-4, 2-15. The
Lady Spikers blew a 14-4
lead in the second game
only to lose 16-14. Coach
Jeanne Arbuckle commented "The difference tonight
was the absense of Amy
Kissinger, with her in the
lineup I think the match
would have been different."
The Thiel TomKittens
rolled into Gator Country,
October 25. The Lady
Gators couldn't get rolling
as they dropped the match
12-15, 15-7, 7-15, 9-15.
October 27, the Lady Gators
travelled to Huntingdon Pa. for
the Juniata Invitational. Finishing in third place, the Lady
Spikers opened with
..e.r.r.92/4-./..e....rdr.rwedv4.27LAr

the number one
Juniata
team in the nation.
Juniata
the
of
quickly
disposed
awestruck
Lady
somewhat
Gators 15-2, 15-6. The
precision passing of Juniata
and the Lady Gators inability to pass were the keys
in the match.
The Lady Spikers faced
Western Maryland again in a
semifinal playoff match. This
time the victory was more
decisive as Western Maryland
dominated the Lady Gators
15-10, 15-7. The Lady Spikers
never seemed to get rolling, as
they continuously had to fight
from behind. Gwen Herron
collected only two kills in
twenty-one attempts, and commited five hitting errors. Penny
Hess also suffered through a
bad match with four kills in
twenty-one attempts, and commiting four hitting errors.
The Lady Spikers then
Kings
thoroughly dominated
College 15-4, 15-1.
Gwen
Herron recorded four service
aces in eight attempts. Amy
Smith collected six aces in
eleven attempts.
Pittsburgh
of
University
Johnstown (U.P.J.) was the
next victim of the Lady

Gators.
The Lady Spikers
quickly disposed of U.P.J.
16-14, 15-5. Amy Kissinger
collected four kills in ten
attempts. Leslie Bentson
made five saves in the
victory.
the
Elizabethtown
was
next opponent to fall. The
Gator attack was at its best
as it rolled over Elizabethtown 15-11, 15-8. Penny
Hess connected on four kills
in six attempts. Leslie
Bentson put down nine
balls in an incredible twenty-one
attempts. Gwen Herron was
nearly perfect, as she passed
seven balls out of nine perfectly.
The Lady Gators finished pool play against
Western Maryland. The Lady
Spikers dropped a close 15-7,
10-15, 9-15 match. Captain
Gwen Herron had an incredible
match with fifteen kills in
twenty-three attempts, passing
nine serves perfectly out of
twelve, and collecting four
service aces. Setters Amy Smith
and Rhoda Smartz collected
twenty assists and sixteen assists,
respectively. Amy Kissinger was
a defensive wizard making eight
saves in the match.
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Intrarnurals

Flag Football League Champions
The men's intramural football season came to a close Monday
with the crowning of the Outlaws as league champions. The
Outlaws breezed into the final with a 28-0 trouncing of DTD in
the semifinal round. There they won a thriller, 20-16, over PDT,
19-7 victors over the Rebels in the semis. The team members of
the Outlaws are Ron Mumbray, Tom Pierro, Nate Paskey, Mike
Mutkus, Josh Walters, Jay Clayton, Steve Gavatorta and Ron
Repasky.
The women's final was played yesterday between Hard Corps
and ABC. Hard Corps defeated Gradis Hall, 18-12, to reach the
final round, while ABC qualified by virtue of a forfeit over
Grasstain and Tears.

Intramural Volleyball Results

It was a busy week for intramural volleyball. With the playoffs only a week away, the races are really tightening up. In the
men's league, unbeaten BSH boosted its record to 3-0 with a
15-6, 15-5 win over the Crawford Gospel Slammers. PDT-B, Rat
Pack and Pure Dirt, all within one game of each other in the race
for second place, each won important games. PDT-B, 2-0 on the
week and 3-1 overall, needed three games each to win their
matches. They beat Pure Dirt, 15-1, 3-15, 15-12, and the
Outlaws, 9-15, 15-4, 15-13. Rat Pack (2-1) came back to defeat
Pure Dirt, 6-15, 15-9, 15-13, and lost a non-counting game to
Exhibition, 15-3, 15-8. Pure Dirt, despite their two losses this
week, rallied to edge the Generics, 16-14, 18-16 to leave their
record at 3-2.
The 5-0 Screwdrivers of the women's league kept rolling this
week with two big victories, 15-7, 15-13 over 2nd Back Brooks
and 15-3, 15-3 over Davies Classics. The second place Slammers
(4-2) were 1-1 for the week, posting a 15-9, 15-12 victory over
2nd Back Brooks and losing, 15-10, 18-16 to Teddy's. Madonna,
fifth in the standings at 2-3, began their final run for a play-off
spot with 15-4, 15-9 and 6-15, 15-9, 15-10 wins over Davie
Classics and Gam Slammers respectively.
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"THE NAME MEANS A GREAT DEAL"

PAL

ERO & GRAY TOYOTA

We service most makes & models, import or domestic

ITI*1
rvto
TOYOTA QUALITY
SERVICE

FRONT END
ALIGNMENT
• Set caster, toe and camber on
applicable vehicles.
• Inspect steering, shocks and
tire wear.
• Center steering wheel.

TOYOTA QUALITY
SERVICE

OIL CHANGE
WITH FILTER
• Includes up to 5 quarts of oil
and genuine Toyota double
filtering oil filter.
• Complete under the hood
check of all belts, hoses and
fluid levels.

$19.95
$23.95

10% Discount on all service & parts to
Allegheny Students, Faculty & Administration
AL L EGHENY I.D. NECESSARY TO GET DISCOUNT
Hours:

-AAA Authorized

Monday 8a.m.-9p.ni .
-Towing service

-State inspections
Tues.-Fri. 8a.m:-5p.t1.

- Both Foreign and Domestic car service
- Computerized front-end alignment
- Computer tire balancing,
-Can arrange Pick-Up
and Delivery of cars
-Tune-ups
Visa &

ash' 11 -a n1 Accepter

CAL

ohn, Ron or Mike 336-1061

(
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOUND NEAR RED HOUSE:
1 ring. If you can identify it
call 333-6199 & ask for Brian.
LAST DAY TO SEND A
TRANSCRIPT NOV. 14, 1984,
UNTIL FALL TERM GRADES
ARE RECORDED.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will
type papers or comps-$1 per
page. Any interested persons,
please contact Shelly at the
VISA office in South Hall any
day Monday—Friday between
12:00-1:30 p.m. at 724-4358.
THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE on Mental Retardation is offering a $5,000
scholarship for advanced studies
in the field of mental retardation. Students anticipating
graduate study in programs
of education, social science,
medicine, nursing, biological science, psychology, and physical
therapy may be interested in
considering this scholarship opportunity. Application deadline
is January 15, 1985. For further information concerning the
scholarship, please check CCDC
or the Allegheny Student Aid
Office.

ATTENTION ALLEGHENY
STUDENTS: Campus Visiting
Day is approaching. If you're interested in hosting a prospective student, on Fri. nov. 9,
please contact the VISA office
(724-4358).
THE "COLLEGE REPUBLICANS " are having new leadership and we are going to
get things done. We meet
every Tuesday at 7:00 P.M.
in the C.C. Conference room.
ROOMMATE
WANTED:
Looking for an off campus
roommate starting 2nd term. If
interested call 333-8180.
TIRED OF DORM LIFE?
One person (female) needed in a
two-bedroom apartment. Great
location-North Main St. across
from Mc Cracken's Corner. Call
Lisa at 333-8176.

PERSONALS
R.,
Thanks for the Chinese food
and the thrilling movie. Do you
want to try watching CASABLANCA again during break?
John Francis,
"WHAT IS TRUST?"

CAN DRIVE,
Nov. 4th
1 4 pm
If interested in participating\
contact any panhellenic officer.

•

I Pat

I

BamBam,
coconuts,
carDogbones,
bonaras, strobe lights, cigars, the
crease call, 7&7's, cavemen,
skunk hair, and "jumpin' jack
flash" will always remind me of
the fun I had on Saturday.
Thanks a lot for such a special
time.
Love,
Pebbles

Does he really turn into a Mr.
Hyde?
Whiffy

Stinky
J.J.,
What's this I hear aboutyou
becoming more knowledgeable?

J and C

Happy one month! (11/ ) I'm
surprised you two are still alive.
M.M. Congratulations!

To Caroline, Paula, Gianna, and
Diane— I am your mysterious
pumpkin-giver! Happy Halloween!
Love,
Moe
P.S: And you thought some
boy put them outside your
door!!
Cricket,
How beautiful can Pizza Hut
pizza actually be?
Hey Maribel!!
New York was never like this.
. . Aren't you glad?! Now
you're legal— Happy 19th!
Love,
Your Malignant Roommates
Dodie,
Is it true Byron answered yes
to Cricket's question late Friday
night about your hair?
People's Imperfection Personified (A.K.A. PPP)—
With you guys it's ONE damn
thing after another . Please try
to refrain form advertising your
size in the paper.
A.&K.

0 % oilt.
Me,

HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE
CARRIE & ROSEMARY'S BABY

0.04

Mia Farrow

P.:

Wednesday, October 31
Admission $1.00
I

Hey,Hey Dr. Jeckle,

Poopey,
Don't let me eat!

Ctd•Cte11031041 4, 41 0 41 0 % 0 Ct

Sissy Spacek

Hey Mickey!
Nice legs! Love that nose too.
Minney
P.S:
As the Rolling Stones
and David Bowie both have said.

C.C. Auditorium

tiI

9:00 pm
IPa:

Sponsored by the CC Cabinet
Cit.E41.31 0 CtoltoCito% 0 41 000%.% 0 11, 411

Laurie,
"I want to Rock!" Keep
smiling crazy lady!
Mary Ann
Donell
Watch those tubes!
Love, Mary (your sometimes
roommate!)
Jill,
How are Billy and Bruce.
Care.
from Art Yates
P.S: I'll get you back.
Dear B.,
4 A.M. is late. .
especially
when you
miss your 8:30
appointment.
love,
B.

Amy,
Thanks for being there when I

needed you. You're a great

friend and a semi-bonus human.
I love you!
-me
To the woman in red silk with
black lace,
The key to my heart is also
the key to my "G", therefore
you've got the way to both of
my vital organs.
RFB
Jim,
One orange foot doesn't make
it!! If you're going to do that,
at least let me do it right!
the Pedicurist
to Paul- the Yuker player:
Next time, before you leave,
save me a dance.
The C.C. Bridge Player
To the FreshMEN:
How about ordering out "a la
Four Star" next time?
from
The Upperclass Women
Hey Birthday Boy—
November 2 is our day!
Happy Birthday!
The Birthday Girl

CONGRATS THINCLADS
(You men know who you are)!
Get psyched for Lebanon Valley
"and then we'll take it from
there!"
Love,
the two who
"have no rights"

MWA!
KleptoWe know who you are! If you
don't want to be embarrassed
please return my jacket &
belongings.
Thanks
To C &J,
Splish Splash
It wasn't a bath but it sure
was fun.
C&D
To Jon & Mike,

The Joker's Wild and so was
the trip. When are we going to
Toronto?
Your road trip buddy
Greetings to Roxy, Buffy,
Muffy, Gwendlyn, Dodieshroom, Trixy, Erma, Gidget,
Cricket, and Chincy from Ballston Lake, New York. I need
some weirdness up here and I'm
sure you cna help me. So
HELP!
P.S: Why is Mr. French called
Mr. French, or should I not ask?

Hey Erma,
Is it true
you killed your
roommate's rat?
To the Freshmen Guys in
Caflisch:
Thanks for the spaghetti dinner Sunday night. It's the
thought that counts!
Quads 211, 215 and 211
Good Luck to
the
ultimate
Maribel & Laura!
Wakka-Wakka!!

SLEEZES--

Connie
Steve,
Have a ghostly day!

Kathy

C.K.Read my lips:
HAPPY BIRHTDAY — hope it's
a good one.
Love ya,
your ex-study partner

THE CAMPUS OF ALLEGHENY COLLEGE
ALLEGHENY COLLEGE
BOX 12
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(P10) -- Dance at Allegheny College is
Orchesis,
once again on the move.
Allegheny's dance group, will give their
first performance of the 1984-85 season
the weekend of November 2. The troupe
will present Memory and Desire an
all-student choreographed and directed
series of 10 dances.
Five of the 10 pieces are the work of
Lars-Peter Anderson, who is also director

of the show. Anderson, an Allegheny
senior, has aimed for much more than an
eye-pleasing series of dance steps in his
choreography and direction. As he says,
"I try not just to present an enjoyable
viewing experience for the audience, but
to evoke emotions, memories and to leave
behind something that the audience can
remember."
The other five dances of the show are
by other Allegheny
choreographed
students, Brenna Bond, Maribel Cruz,
Renee Miller, Becky Pulling, and Cindy
Spoor.

P• e
The 30 members of Orchesis come
from various training backgrounds. Some
have danced for years, others have just
begun dancing. The group works with a
variety of styles; jazz, ballet, and modern.
Although the majority of the pieces in
Memory and Desire are modern dance,
the different styles of the six choreographers make distinctions in the generalization of "modern."
The music for the show, in keeping
with Orchesis' flexible and versitilenature,
comes from several sources. The combination of exciting music, choreography
and dancing creates an intense and
wonderful performance.
Showtime is Friday, November 2 and
Saturday, November 3; both shows at
8:15 p.m. in the Shafer Auditorium at
Allegheny College. Memory and Desire is
open to the public and is free of charge.
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MOVIES
"CARRIE," starring Sissy Spacek, and
"ROSEMARY'S BABY," starring Mi?
Farrow. Shafer Auditorium, C.C., 8:0C.
P.M. Wednesday, October 31, 1984.
"THE RAZOR'S EDGE," (PG-13),
starring Bill Murray. 8:00 and 9:15 P.M.
Meadville Cinemas, 960 Park Avenue,
336-5696.
"BODY DOUBLE," (R), starring Craig.
Wasson and Melanie Griffith. 7:30 and
9:30 P.M., Meadville Cinemas, 960 Park
Avenue, 336-5696.
"THIEF OF HEARTS," (R), starring
Steven Bauer. 7:30 and 9:30 P.M.
Academy Theatre, 275 Chestnut Street.
336-1663.
DANCE

Table Of
Contents

ORCHESIS PERFORMANCE, Shafer
Auditorium, C.C., 8:15 P.M. Friday,
November 2, 1984 and Saturday,
November 3, 1984.

.q10111,'

MUSIC
ALLEGHENY CIVIC SYMPHONY,
Shafer Auditorium, C.C., 3:15 P.M.
Sunday, November 4, 1984.

Photo by Weh

Orchesis brings Memory and Desire to the stage Friday and Saturday at
8:15 P.M. in the Shafer Auditorium.
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part of The Campus. All copy is the
sole property of The Campus
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Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Weekend, Box 12, Allegheny College

Offices at Rooms U210 and U202.
Henderson Campus Center.

Billboard's Top Hits *
The following are the top albums and
singles according to Billboard's survey for
the week ending October 27, 1984.
SINGLES

ALBUM S

1. "I Just Called To Say I Love You,"
Stevie Wonder, Motown.
2. "Caribbean Queen (No More Love On
The Run)." Billy Ocean, Jive/Arista.
3. "1-1,..r( Habit To Break," Chicago, Full
Moon/Warner Bros.
4. "Purple Rain," Prince and The Revolution, Warner Bros.
5. "Lucky Star," Madonna, Sire/Warner
Bros.
6. "Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go,"
Wham, Columbia.
7. "On The Dark Side," John Cafferty
and The Beaver Brown Band, Scotti
Bros./Epic.
_8. "Let's Go Crazy," Prince and The
Revolution, Warner Bros.
9. "I'm So Excited," Pointer Sisters,
Planet/RCA.
10. "Some Guys Have All The Luck, Rod Stewart, Warner Bros.

1. PRINCE AND THE REVOLUTION,

"Purple Rain," Warner Bros.

2. BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN, "Born in
The U.S.A." Columbia.
3. TINA TURNER, "Private Dancer,"
Capitol.
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS,
4.
"Sports," Chrysalis.
5. JULIO IGLESIAS, "1100 Bel Air
Place," Columbia.
THE CARS, "Heartbeat City,"
6.
Elektra.
7. STEVIE WONDER, "The Woman in
Red / Soundtrack," Motown.
8. MADONNA, "Madonna," Sire/Warner
9.
JOHN CAFFERTY AND THE
BEAVER BROWN BAND, "Eddie and
The Cruisers / Soundtrack," Scottii
Bros./Epic.
LIONEL RICHIE, "Can't Slow
10.
Down," Motown.
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Alleviating Stress Can Be Relaxing
would be a good time. It may not be a
The actual procedure is simple. First, eyes occasionally and check the time. At
good idea to do a third session before you
the
end
of
twenty
minutes
bring
yourself
find a comfortable room where you are
go to bed because it may make you feel
unlikely to be disturbed. Second, sit in a to alertness slowly. Perhaps this is best
rested and not tired enough to sleep.
Jan Hyatt's article on stress becoming a comfortable position. Third, close your accomplished by counting backwards from
Insomniacs
find that this technique is
real mess emphasized exercise as a way of eyes and focus on your breathing; pay five to one. Benson created his instruchelpful
for
their
sleep problems. Night
dealing with stress. Exercise is very effec- particular attention to your feelings when tions to replicate the physiological effect
time
may
be
awkward
for couples who
tive and fun. I would like to suggest an you breathe out. Fourth, covertly express of a repeated "mantra" and his experitraditionally
use
this
time
as an opportuequally effective and enjoyable method of a sound to yourself each time you breathe ments suggest that he was successful.
nity
to
discuss
the
events
of
the day or to
Oriental writers have published thoucoping with the stress of going to college -- out. The nature of the sound does not
be
intimate
so
that
it
would
be better for
seem important except that it should be sands of chants and mantras for the sound
relaxation.
to repeat to yourself. The quasi religious these people to do the technique earlier.
College life results in a great deal of
stress. College students sleep very poorly
"There is as a relationship between the activity of the
and have many headaches and viral infections. What I will do in this article is to
mind and the activity of the body; if the mind is
describe a quick and reliable method for
relaxed the body is relaxed. "
coping with stress that has a great deal of
Benson and his colleagues at Harvard
sect which practice Transcendental Mediscientific evidence to support it.
have
done extensive scientific study of
tation is very secretive about the way a
Some forms of relaxation have a very
these
techiniques and their work has
mantra is selected for novices of the sect.
long history, because, of course, people
stimulated
great efforts in other laboraSome people prefer to incorporate the
have been relaxing for all of their history.
tories.
There
is no doubt that the techninames or words from their own religion
One old practice has been revised and
que is very relaxing. Some valiant subjects
and
to
repeat
names
like
Jesus
or
Moses
or
redescribed as the Benson technique after
volunteered to have their arteries connecother such sounds.
Herbert Benson. This Harvard cardiovasted to devices that measured their blood
There
are
several
Christian
traditions
cular specialist modernized the technique
pressures and to be wired up to polygraphs
that
are
similar
and
that
lead
to
relaxation
in his best seller, The Relaxation Response.
that measured a number of activities of the
if
they
are
practiced
regularly.
These
The technique is similar to a yogic meditabody. These stud's noted a significant
include
prayer
when
one
is
silent
and
alone
tional practice that has been called mantra
drop in muscle tension, less active brain
Dr.
Alexander
Dale
suggests
the
and
saying
the
Rosary
for
the
Roman
meditation. It has parallels in almost every
waves, less oxygen consumption, less
Benson
technique
for
reducing
Catholic.
Benson
described
the
ancient
religion, including Christianity. As the
prayer of the heart as a Christian tradition. sweating, and lower heart rates while the
term meditation implies, this is a cognitive stress.
"Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have person was relaxing. People with essential
or mental way of relaxing one's body as
only
one
or
two
syllables
and
not
have
any
mercy
on me" is repeated paced by the hypertension, or high blood pressure,
opposed to techniques like progressive
breaths
of the person praying. All of these lowered their blood pressure significantly,
negative
associations.
Try
the
word
"one".
relaxation that focus on reducing muscle
although there is some debate whether this
activity. There is a relationship between If "one" has a mystical meaning to you are effective relaxation techniques.
was a lasting effect. As my friend and
Benson
recommended
that
one
engage
try
"two".
This
sound
should
then
be
the activity of the mind and the activity of
colleague Doug DeGood at the University
in
his
technique
twice
each
day
for
a
repeated
on
every
expiration.
Fifth,
focus
the body; if the mind is relaxed the body is
of Virginia has noted, this technique may
relaxed. Also the opposite is true; if the only on the repetition of the sound; ig- period of twenty minutes to gain its full
be more relaxing for the cardiovascular
impact.
Transcendental
Meditators
renore
the
pace
of
yourbreathing
and
listen
body is relaxed the mind is relaxed too.
system than other techniques because there
commend
not
doing
mantra
meditation
on
to
the
way
in
which
the
sound
rings
in
The relaxation of either system can start a
is no periodic muscle tension demanded
positive relaxing cycle between the brain your mind. Sixth, do this for twenty a full stomach because the full feeling
that might lead to increased heartrates etand parts of the body as one relaxes each minutes. Do not use an alarm but place a might be distracting. Practitioners of this
cetera.
Claims have been made that
clock in view so that you can open your and other techniques to tune relaxation
system further and further.
intellectual
functioning has increased and
find that they are forced to organize their
drug
addiction
and a myriad of other
lives significantly to fit these periods into
psychosomatic
problems
have been moditheir lives. I suggest getting up earlier in
fied
through
T.M.
After
reviewing this
the morning than you are used to getting
literature,
I
find
that
it
is
best
to conclude
out of bed and doing a twenty minute
only
that
the
technique
is
a
very
powerful
session then. The second period could be
one
to
induce
relaxation
and
that
regular
done before the evening meal. If one is
has
benefits
in
every
area
of our
relaxation
responsible for the preparation of the
(PIO) -- On Friday, November 9th at Canada. The Quartet has made a notable evening meal, then before the preparation life.
8:15 p.m. in the Ford Memorial Chapel at contribution in bringing works of 20th
Allegheny College there will be a concert century composers to a wide audience.
by the Emerson String Quartet. This
The members of the Quartet are:
public event is free and open to the
Eugene Drucker and Philip Setzer,
public.
violinists; Lawrence Dutton, viola; and
Exceptional talent, a commitment to
David Finckel, cello. They have performexcellence, and a winning combination of
ed in summer festivals, major cities and
elegance and energy have propelled the
universities, and in 1983 they debuted in
Emerson String Quartet to an eminent
10 European countries. The Quartet has
position among the world's great chamber
also been featured on the cover stories of
emsembles. "At the point of perfection"
such magazines as Musical America and
according to Paul Hume of the Washington Post, the Emerson String Quartet is Ovation, and the individual members have
now the Resident Quartet of the been recipients of numerous awards and
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln hon ors.
The concert will begin at 8:15 p.m.
Center. Since winning the Naumburg
Award for Chamber Music in 1978, the in the Ford Memorial Chapel and the
Quartet has appeared on virtually every performance is free and open to the
major series in the United States and public.
by Alexander Dale
Dept. of Psychology

Emerson String Quartet
Plays For Allegheny

Fresh Donuts And Coffee
Are A Sure Hit
With Everyone!
Mister
Donur
Open 24 Hours

955 Park Avenue

Reviews
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Talking Heads Still
Make Sense
by Eric Stragar
Weekend Writer
The Talking Heads are a joy to behold. Despite having a bizarre lyrical style, they
are one of the most creative bands today.
Because of their goofy idiosyncrasies and
their ever changing, chameleon-like
moods this band always sounds alive and
fresh.
Stop Making Sense is the Heads'
second live album. While their first live
LP, The Name of the Band is Talking
Heads, was simply a live compendium of
their work up until 1980's ground- breaking, Remain in Light, the new LP
is simply a collection of their finest work.
Unlike many groups who either radically
alter their songs in concert so as to
reinterpret them (like Bob Dylan or the
Rolling Stones) or change little if anything in concert because of fear of
audience rejection (like Genesis or any
other top 40 act), the Heads realize their
best assets and build off them. Like the
band did on their seminal live LP, Rock
of Ages, the Heads realize what their
forte is and decide to have some fun.

Funk is the predominant factor on
this album and many of the songs receive
the full white-funk treatment. While
"Burning Down the House" was a sizzling
dance tune from Speaking in Tongues,
this live version will even force the
semi-comatose onto the dance floor. The
band gels perfectly on this song but of
particular interest are Chris Frantz's
frenetic drumming and the brilliant call
and response vocals.
Other songs to look for are the goofy
yet blousy "Swamp", with some ridiculous singing from David Byrne and "Life
During Wartime". Here, this song from
1979's Fear of Music finally conceptualizes into what it always meant to be.
With an ethereal keyboard intro, and a
crack rhythmical beat this song becomes
better and funkier than ever.
However, the finest song on this
album is to be the classic, "Psycho
Killer." At first, one may think this song
is out of place here. Surely its lyrical
content fits no where and it dates back to

CASSIE 'S KITCHEN

1977, easily the oldest song on this but can't.
collection. With a simple bass beat and
Nevertheless this is a fine album.
acoustic guitar, David Byrne molds Always an idiosyncratic band, their looks
this song into a psychotic anthem. Not are even odd, with a lead singer resemonly is this the perfect song to open an bling Anthony Perkins, two WASPS
album with, it also prepares the listener on keyboards and drums, and a female
bassist. They always seemed to go against
for more.
In fact, the only song that fails to the grain. Unlike many live LP's, Stop
work is "Once in a Lifetime." Because of Making Sense is not merely a stop gap
its difficult time signatures and peculiar between studio LPs or a gimmick to cash
beat, this song could be a challenge in on the movie of the same name. It is
for any musician to repeat live in concert. an album of sheer vitality and joy.
This version lacks the , urgency of the
The Heads had a great time making
original and many of the musicians seem this music and we should have an even
stifled. They seem to want to bust out better time listening to it.

Flesh For Fantasy:
DePalma's Latest Thriller

CORNER OF NORTH & WATER STREETS

HOAGIES—ALLKINDS -ANTIPASTO
-PEPPERONI BALLS -SPAGHETTI
CHICKEN WINGS Mild, Hot, Suicidal
FREE DELIVERY

* We Accept Personal Checks *
PHONE: 337-7612

with
PIZZA
cheese
I small coke w/ Personal •
2.00
pieces)
2 small cokes w/ Small (8
4.30
4 small cokes w/ Large (12 pieces) 6.00
Supreme 11.00
ITEMS:

per
item

.50
.70
I.00

Pepperoni • Sausage • Mushrooms • Peppers • Meatballs
•Onions • Green Olives • Anchovies • Hot Peppers
•

NV,
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by Sue Swensen
Weekend Writer

"My films have a corrosive view of
society," says Brian De Palma. "I could
be a lot more successful if I put away that
view, put away these violent images. But
I can't."
Once again De Palma has mixed sex
and violence in his latest flesh and fantasy
movie, "Body Double." His corrosive
view of society is evident as an innocent,
claustrophobic Jake (Craig Wasson ) is set
up as a witness to a brutal murder. This
plot brilliantly shows the quest for sex,
money and power prevalent in today's
society.
De Palma's keen visual sense and use
of music are definite assets to the film..
Camera angles and musical selections are
used to build suspense, terror and sometimes even relief.
De Palma's denied obsession with

Alfred Hitchcock is displayed throughout
the movie.It starts withsimple voyeurism,
Progresses to a mystery murder with an
electric drill, and finishes with a shower
murder scene. Could you get any more
like Hitchcock?
Melanie Griffith (the daughter of
Tippi Hendren, star of Hitchcock's "The
Birds" and "Marnie") plays the role of
Holly Body, a porno actress who is
charming, witty and talented. As in
most of De Palma's films such as
"Dressed to Kill," "Carrie," and "Blow
Out," the females are victims of their sex.
They lack character and personality and
are seen only as sex objects.
The plot of this thriller is intricate,
suspenseful and even comical at times,
but this 111111 is on the verge of being
pornographic. The exteme number of
scenes dealing with sex and nudity were
unnecessary.
De Palma is a brilliant Film maker,
but some things are better left to the
imagination.

